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Overview
As society grows more complex,
government faces a challenge and an
opportunity. The challenge is to deliver
on its mission to provide, protect, and
prosper in an increasingly multifaceted
society where it is difficult to develop
one-size-fits-all programs that meet the
precise needs of citizens.
The opportunity is to deliver new,
better, and more effective services to
citizens by adopting a data-driven
strategy that enables real-time insights
and recommendations resulting in
greater public confidence and higher
engagement.
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Accelerate Public Sector Innovation
with Data-Driven Government
To deliver improved services to citizens,
governments at every level are faced with similar
set of challenges. One example is how to harness
the big data which has been acquired through
various touch points and other sources in order
to deliver impactful and relevant services along
with generating meaningful insights for intelligent
decision making.
As government delivers on its timeless mission to
provide for its citizens, protect them, and help
them prosper, it delivers services across a value
chain. That begins with reform, moves through
operations, delivers a service, measures
outcomes, and then begins again (see Figure
below). At each step of this chain, data is the fuel
for consistent and seamless delivery, but how
can a government become truly data-driven?
By adopting an artificial intelligence and machine
learning aligned data-driven strategy,
government can reap the benefits of digital
transformation. Such a transformation can help
you to design innovative new business models

across multiple channels, optimize processes,
engage citizens and partners more effectively,
and manage change successfully. Armed with
360-degree insight, real-time recommendations,
and greater agility, you can pinpoint the root
cause of problems, discover viable solutions, and
deploy them quickly. You can also report critical
outcomes internally and externally, reduce
improper payments, and develop more
meaningful and impactful public policy. In short,
you can function more efficiently while increasing
public trust and support.
But where do you start? And how do you evolve
into a data-driven organization? No matter where
you are on your digital transformation journey,
this paper is a proven data-driven road map that
can guide your way. It describes how to create a
real-time data platform that provides a single
version of the truth and integrates three strategic
government functions: citizen-facing operations,
internal business operations, and change
management to support ongoing innovation.
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Where is the Insight
Amid Rising Complexity
and Petabytes of Data?
Society is growing more complex. Individuals
have an astounding array of choices that their
ancestors never had. The retail industry is a good
example: thirty years ago, consumers had the
choice of a local store or mail order catalog.
Today, they have a world of retail channels at
their fingertips on their smartphone and even
same-day delivery. As consumer choices have
increased exponentially, so too has the
complexity of the retail experience. Best-run
retailers use data-driven strategies to reduce this
complexity and deliver new, differentiated, and
more efficient services.
In the public sector, citizen engagement and
service delivery operations are also becoming
increasingly more complicated too. Government
has a timeless mission to protect, provide, and
prosper. Around the world, government
organizations are trying to provide their citizens
with economic opportunity, health care access, a
sustainable environment, and better educational
systems and infrastructure.
However, public sector officials often struggle to
pinpoint the policies they need to develop or
change to affect outcomes in these areas. They
must analyze an array of issues such as how to
improve service delivery models, reduce opioid
abuse, and enhance quality-of-life for citizens
affected by chronic disease. They also wrestle
with questions like: which areas of my city should
receive more investment in mass transit? How
should my tax system evolve (or transform) as
the complexity of e-commerce increases? And
how can we accommodate both digital natives
who prefer online self-service and older citizens
who prefer in-person and phone interactions?
The answers to these questions become more
clouded as society becomes more complex.

Government leaders
need data to lead.
Without it, they cannot
manage the problems
of today or tomorrow –
they are stuck
managing the problems
of yesterday.
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The methods that government typically uses to
evaluate policies and outcomes may no longer be
sufficient to calibrate needed programs. As
complexity rises, the world is becoming more
interdisciplinary – problems can and do have
multiple root causes. The inability to approach
these root causes from multiple perspectives can
limit the efficacy of government action to solve
them.
Speaking about this, Gabriela Ramos from the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) said:
“Technological and analytical innovations are
driving a revolution in the physical sciences,
biological sciences, and social sciences, breaking
down the barriers between disciplines and
stimulating new, integrated approaches to pressing
and complex challenges. Advances in computing

power are opening up new possibilities for
integrating systems models, agent-based
modelling and network analysis. It is only by
properly utilising these new approaches that we
can strive to create social and economic models
that provide a more accurate representation of the
world around us. These tools also allow us to get
away from average representations, or to look at
stocks and not only at flows in the economy
(income vs. wealth inequality).” 1
As society becomes increasingly more complex,
government leaders are struggling to integrate
that complexity into policy, strategy, and
execution. This growing complexity is giving rise
to (and is itself partially fueled by) technology
and data. It is here that we find opportunity for
government: this data can be managed,
combined, and analyzed to reduce the
complexity of public sector problems and
present viable solutions.

“Technological and analytical innovations are
driving a revolution in the physical sciences,
biological sciences, and social sciences,
breaking down the barriers between disciplines
and stimulating new, integrated approaches to
pressing and complex challenges.”
- Gabriela Ramos

1 Gabriela Ramos, “It’s not just the economy: society is a complex system too,” OECD Insights (September 30, 2016),
located at http://oecdinsights.org/2016/09/30/its-not-just-the-economy-society-is-a-complex-system-too/
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Closing the Gap Between
the Consumer and Citizen
Experience
The rise of technology is also creating an enhanced
customer experience in the private sector that raises
expectations when the citizen is engaged by government.
Private sector companies are leveraging customer data to
enhance the customer experience, reduce the friction of
transactions, and identify opportunities to proactively
help consumers. One need only look to Uber to see a
company that uses customer data to quickly match
drivers and riders, allow seamless payments, and enable a
closed-loop customer feedback process.
However, most governments are not similarly managing
their data as a strategic asset to solve citizen problems,
meet citizen needs, and better understand the
consequences of potential new policies. Government
organizations still largely consider money, people,
facilities, and systems (not necessarily data) as their chief
assets. Very often data is perceived more as a problem
than a strategic asset.

TAX EFFICIENCY AND
CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

The collection of taxes
at a state government
level is proving ripe for
transformation. A state in
Australia focused on land tax
default (amounting to over
15% of revenues). Utilising
machine learning solutions,
187 million land tax records
were analysed to provide a
prediction of non-payment
and crucially, identify the
events and influences that
lead to payment default.
This has led to a significant
reduction in defaults
and by using experience
management, increased
citizen engagement. The
revised debt collection
strategy is now all about
proactive compliance in a
customer-centric approach,
fully aligned to the strategy
next-generation taxation.
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Harnessing the
Strategic Value of Data
Some governments do manage data as an asset,
but its value is often restricted to the system of
record where the data is created, housed, and
used to support specific transactions.2 Due to
barriers of data privacy and data sharing, the
value of this data is often locked up in that
transactional system. Once the barriers are
addressed, the data can be used to support
digital government transformation. This can be
done by using data to ask a series of fundamental
question, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What happened?
Why did it happen?
What will happen?
What should we do?

For example, let’s say a public sector executive
needed to make a decision about continued
funding for a job training program. She would
certainly need to know what happened with the
current program. This could be answered based
solely on historic attendance figures from
previous years captured by the official system of
record, and such KPIs are likely already reported
to her on a regular basis. But to ask why things
happened, what will happen, and what should
she do about it – those questions likely require
access to other data sources. She must consider
things like current market insights from external
sources about population demographics, private
sector demand for future skills, and competing
job training programs or academic courses.
Combining this data together, she can get a
complete picture of the job training program and
make a data-driven decision about its future.

Data-driven insights empower the public sector
to engage in digital transformation. That’s the
impact of insight.

2
For a brief explanation of where systems of record (also called “mode 1”) fit in the broader technology landscape, see https://blogs.saphana.
com/2017/11/16/bimodal-architectures-sap-hana/.
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So, you can see that without harnessing the strategic
value of data, government leaders cannot manage the
problems of today or tomorrow. They are stuck managing
the problems of yesterday.
But it does not have to be this way: government leaders
can, and should, take full advantage of the powerful
insights from data. They can use this insight to design
more effective programs, ease the burden of paying taxes,
reduce improper payments, and optimize operating
models and processes. Government can take major steps
to become data-driven by focusing their strategy
primarily in two areas:
1. Leveraging existing data: The data that government
needs to drive digital transformation is usually
contained in legacy systems, some of which contain
more than a petabyte of data. The problem is that
these legacy systems are not architected to take
advantage of the data’s value. Today’s best-run
government organizations create a platform that brings
together disparate sources of data, enabling them to
integrate it, make sense of it, and deliver it to the right
places.
2. Creating data-sharing networks: Government has
always integrated external data to support many of its
critical processes. Today, it also needs to return the
favor by sharing its own data and analytics insights –
safely and securely – with partners in the private sector
that can enable new business models and services for
citizens. This leads to greater buy-in from the
community and an increase in the overall level of trust
in both the government and its policies.

Deliver new, better, and
more effective services
to citizens by adopting
a data-driven strategy
that enables real-time
insight and analytics.
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The Opportunities That lie Ahead
for Data-Driven Government
By being more specific about how insight from
available data can drive the mission objectives of
government organizations you will see the
business benefits of taking a data-driven
approach and defining a technology-driven
roadmap.
Fundamentally, data-driven insights pave the way
for the public sector to engage in digital
transformation. In the government context,
digital transformation is the provision of new
services to the citizen, the enhanced provisioning
of existing services, or the development of new
service delivery models through the application
of new technologies.
Think back to the Uber example: Uber
transformed the taxi business – providing new
and faster taxi-like options to consumers –
through the use of smartphones, data, and
analytics. By leveraging this data, Uber
completely transformed the business model in its
field and that’s the type of transformation that
can occur in the public sector through similar
uses of data.

That transformation is an opportunity for the
public sector and will give government the
ability to:
• Design effective business models across
multiple citizen-engagement channels
• Enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of
business processes
• Engage in effective service-delivery
partnerships with other public or private
entities (predicated on data sharing and joint
analysis)
• Manage change effectively to minimize risk,
achieve strategic goals, and drive innovation
due to a lack of current and predictive insights
• Inspire public confidence by determining why
problems are happening to citizens and
identifying options to solve the root-cause
issues
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One result of the inability to harness data as an
asset – especially in light of the larger trends in
the consumer market – is a lack of citizen
engagement and trust. Citizens want more digital
engagement with government, and they become
frustrated when they cannot get consistent
service from government or receive the same
experiences they get as consumers.
The four pillars of privacy, security, tran
sparency, and ethics are key to building trust in
government when harnessing digitisation. In
particular, lack of data-driven insights can fuel
the perception that government is not
transparent. This means a further loss of trust
with citizens – as well as lost credibility with
potential partners to assist government in
delivering on its mission. Feedback loops and
two-way conversations between citizens and
government can foster a culture of openness and
transparency.

A shift in mindset toward data-driven government
brings tremendous opportunity for the public
sector. In a data-driven government, digital
transformation brings new architectural
capabilities that change the paradigm of data
management. It enables new business models
and better fact-influenced decisions by
decoupling data from the application layer and
enabling scalable delivery on any platform. It
reinvents the way computational power is applied
to data sets to understand the “why” and
recommend future actions. And it shifts the trust
paradigm in data sharing.
So how can the public sector adopt a data-driven
mindset and transform into a true data-driven
government? It needs to start with a road map.

The four pillars of privacy, security,
transparency, and ethics are key to building
trust in government when harnessing
digitisation.
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The Road Map for Data-Driven Government
The public sector can become data-driven by
breaking down existing data silos and creating a
single version of the truth. This will reduce
organizational and operational complexity while
allowing citizen service delivery, business
support functions, and change management to
run together seamlessly. It will also enable any
government operation to access the data it
needs to function efficiently and effectively.

CORE PLATFORM TO SUPPORT A DATADRIVEN FOUNDATION
The data-driven government road map consists
of a core platform that delivers the business
capabilities needed to support three strategic
public sector functions (see figure below). It
allows the public sector to create a truly datadriven environment where decisions are made
based on accurate insights. It should be noted,
however, that the entire road map does not have
to be implemented to successfully progress
towards a data-driven organization.

Change management
(strategic function #3)

Public policy
Analysis
Design
Review

Mission and
citizen operations
(strategic function #1)

Overall strategy
Financial health
Workforce and Agency performance
Citizen sentiment
Emergency management

SINGLE VERSION OF
THE TRUTH (core)

Data management and quality
Diagnostic – Predictive – Prescriptive

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Internal business
operations
(strategic function #2)

Tax

Procurement

Improper
payments

KPIs

Social

KPIs

Public safety

Facilities

HR

Finance

Data-Driven Government Platform Delivering a Single Version of the Truth
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This core platform supports all data-driven
government operations. It should connect and
integrate all key functions including citizen-facing
operations, internal business operations, and
change management. By providing a single
version of the truth, it breaks down the silos
caused by the accumulation of new laws,
regulations, and service demands. With a
platform like this you gain the business
capabilities needed to run government in real
time, innovate new business models, and deliver
the services that citizens want.

assets such as budget, people, and systems to
them. To become data-driven, you need to
leverage data as an asset in these citizen-facing
operations, just as businesses apply data in
similar processes. Analytics and insight are not
just for the strategy and innovation team. You
need to apply the same data to meet the
expectations of citizens, deliver seamless
services, report on your progress and outcomes,
support requests for new investments, and
optimize your own processes and systems.

Reduce Improper Payments with Real-Time
Run Transactions and Analytics Together
Detection
We call this a ‘bimodal’ system in which key
Sometimes government can inadvertently make
transactions run in the same database as your
a payment that later analysis deems improper
key analytics. You don’t have to move the data
(‘pay and chase’). With a single version of the
anywhere else to gain real-time insight in areas
truth and real-time analysis, your data-driven
such as public safety and security.
organization can stop payment before it goes out
the door, reducing waste, fraud, and abuse. You
Gain Secure, Efficient, and Affordable Data
can also seamlessly tie different agency
Storage
processes together. For example, if a citizen is
You don’t want to throw away your old
behind on child protection payments overseen by
transactional data, nor do you need to analyze it
the social protection agency, you can capitalize
in real time anymore: you need a place to store it on real-time data sharing to intercept tax refund
securely, efficiently, and cost-effectively for future payments to that citizen at the revenue agency.
use or analysis.
This is a true example of interdisciplinary
problem-solving.
Rely on Quality Data
This is especially true if you are combining data
Optimize Processes and Outcomes with Realsets from multiple sources. You need to know
Time Insight
that the analyses you conduct and the messages Citizen-facing agencies need to create their own
you communicate to citizens are based on sound culture of innovation where they can continually
evidence. As a result, the core platform needs the review processes, analyze outcomes, and
ability to manage and cleanse data from multiple generate ideas to optimize and improve
sources.
operations. They also need to report their
performance based on KPIs and share their
STRATEGIC FUNCTION NUMBER ONE:
positive outcomes with external stakeholders. All
CITIZEN-FACING OPERATIONS
these goals are within reach for data-driven
Government provides a number of critical
organizations that can rely on a single version of
services to citizens and applies processes and
the truth and real-time data access.
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Engage Citizens Meaningfully with the Power
of Data
Citizens want all their key information available in
one place and accessible through a smooth
interface. In a data-driven organization, citizens
only need to register once to access critical
services. With a single version of the truth, that
registration can extend across every interaction
the citizen has with your organization.
STRATEGIC FUNCTION NUMBER TWO:
INTERNAL BUSINESS OPERATIONS
To run effectively, government needs welldesigned and well-implemented business
processes for finance, human resources, and
procurement. The quality of these business
operations depends on data from other lines of
business within the public sector. To become
data-driven and to enhance efficiency and
effectiveness at scale, these core operations
need to leverage data as an asset.
Streamline Operations by Accessing Real-Time
Data
Core government support operations can create
individual versions of the truth for their
respective spheres (HR, finance, et cetera) based
on data and analytics. So how do agency budget
submissions roll up into a coherent, unified
proposed budget? How can you find
opportunities to consolidate purchasing to save
money? And how can you help ensure that your

agency has the skilled workforce it needs to
deliver on its mission? You need a single version
of the truth and real-time data access.
STRATEGIC FUNCTION NUMBER THREE:
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
How can government manage change, provide
new services, invest in the right priorities, and
design better policies? By harnessing the power
of data to innovate for the citizen, in partnership
with the public sector’s ecosystem. To become
data-driven and make evidence-based, strategic
investment and policy decisions, change
management needs to view and utilize data as an
asset.
Manage Change Across Strategic Operations
Improve your balance sheet by understanding
revenue and spending growth versus projection,
predicting budget, and cash balance surpluses
and deficits, and identifying and drilling down to
the root causes of negative variances. Optimize
your personnel resources by understanding
headcount growth, workforce quality, projected
early retirements, and other critical measures.
Enhance public safety and accelerate your
response to emergencies through real-time
monitoring. Manage performance more
effectively by reviewing, monitoring, and
reporting on progress using instantly updated
KPIs and program measures. Build public

The public sector can become data-driven by
breaking down existing data silos and
creating a single version of the truth.
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support with a real-time understanding of the citizen
experience in areas such as tax refund processing and
wait times for public services.
Construct More Effective Public Policy
Extract timely insight when analyzing policies. Access a
wealth of historical and operational data from across
government to understand which factors cause a public
problem, what types of programs you should invest in to
solve the problem, and whether the chosen policy is
having the intended impact. Move toward evidence-based
policy making based on verifiable facts and quality data.
Design policies that drive effective, citizen-centric
programs using empathy-based tools like design thinking.
Then monitor and review their performance in real time to
see if they’re working as designed – or if critical design
assumptions have changed, requiring program
modification. Policy evaluation therefore becomes a key
stage in this continuous process with the opportunity to
assess the experience of the citizens as they engage with
the new processes and requirements.
Create an Open and Collaborative Ecosystem
Enhance government transparency for citizens by making
data and key metrics open and available to the public.
Drive better, collaborative partnerships by making quality
data available for the development of innovative citizen
services.

DATA-DRIVEN INSIGHTS COMBATTING THE OPIOID
CRISIS

Amidst the backdrop of the
opioid crisis, a state in the
US delivers an object lesson
in their journey of driving a
data-driven transformation.
With a mission to tackle big
issues like infant mortality
and improve the lives of
citizens and sitting on huge
amounts of data. First step:
instil data sharing across
agencies via executive order,
shifting the culture away
from one of data hoarding.
Starting with one data set
and using advanced tools
and visualizations, they
gained new insights into
how and where the opioid
abuse was occurring across
the state. They experienced
how a platform was literally
breaking down the silos
that had prevented them
from solving these big
problems. They then included
other data sets and found
the connection between
pharmacy theft data and
opioid abuse hotspots. This
led to even more questions
and gaps were identified,
such as the location of deaths
and treatment centers.
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Managing the Barriers to
Data Driven Government
Confidence in government is crucial to a stable
and productive society. As a government works
to become more data driven, it must maintain
this confidence. However, there are a range of
challenges that are encountered on this journey
that a private sector firm would not have to face.
Below are the key barriers and how best to
respond to ensure all stakeholders gain the
maximum value from the transformation:

open government and its impact on government
policies and processes and citizen engagement.
Increased citizen participation through open data
promotes citizen engagement increasing trust,
but privacy must be guaranteed.
Digital privacy is top of mind: people want to
know who has their data and who controls how
that information is gathered, used, and shared. At
the national level, digital and data sovereignty,
where data is subject to the laws and governance
structures within the nation in which it is
collected, is an increasingly strategic topic
closely linked with data security, cloud
computing, and technological sovereignty.

• Access and use of citizens data and the
associated privacy aspects
• Managing the sharing of data within
government and across agencies
• Enhancing cybersecurity to create a secure
environment for all
• Managing data and data quality to assure
confidence in the resulting outcomes

Data Sharing
Data sharing has also become a challenge in that
government data holdings are often siloed within
and across agencies and can be difficult to
access, let alone share. Regulatory constraints
further impede agencies trying to unlock the
information held within government data stores.
Several countries have enacted data sharing
legislation to address this: European GDPR laws;
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA); the
Australian data sharing framework.

Citizen Data and Privacy
Governments are collecting large amounts of
data with increased precision from a vast set of
sources and utilize advanced capabilities to
analyse it. This offers significant opportunities
but also presents a set of potential ethical
dilemmas for policymakers on data protection
and use of data.
Citizen’s expectations of their interaction with
government is now similar to their interactions
with the private sector. They expect governments
to provide essential services while making
decisions that are data-driven, transparent, and
auditable. Where this does not occur can
undermine trust in the ability of governments.
This has led to an emphasis on the notion of

However, a principle-based legislative framework
balancing safeguards and access has proven
effective in resolving these challenges. With these
appropriate safeguards in place, the value of
sharing data and its impact on policy and
outcomes is demonstrated in many of the
examples noted here.
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Traceability
Gartner has noted that “As privacy and ethical
issues increase, leading to the need for greater
transparency and traceability to create trust in the
technology itself and the organizations that use
the data connected with it.”
Identify where transparency and traceability are
weak in your organization, and define a plan to
improve the situation by educating staff and
applying industry best practices, including
auditability, explainability, accountability,
algorithm validation and testing, openness, and
redress.
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity protection must also be addressed
in the complex environment of government. The
confidence in the government’s systems and
processes requires a heightened level of
capability that ensures the safe operation of the
services. The policy frameworks, legislation and
regulations combined with the technological and
organisation capability, create a secure and
confidence-inspiring environment that enhances
the status of the government.

Reduce organizational
and operational
complexity while
enabling any
government operation
to access the data it
needs efficiently and
effectively.
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Managing the Data
The overall topic of data has several aspects that
must be addressed to ensure capabilities are in
place to support the organisation operating as a
data-driven organisation. This requires a deep
focus on data and data management. Data
quality issues such as duplication,
incompleteness, inconsistency, and inaccuracy
can affect many areas, such as increasing
compliance requirements, difficulties in
exploiting predictive analysis, excessive manual
inspection and correction, and the prevention of
the application of automation which requires
complete and consistent data.

Transforming to a data-driven mindset requires
the organisation to also change. It starts with
basic data literacy training for managers and for
all employees. This inspires managers to take
advantage of the insights from the data and give
them the confidence to make operational
decisions. The organisation is now building a
foundational data capability and fostering a datafirst mindset. With an emphasis on celebrating
outcome-based use cases, an attitude of
innovation and experimentation starts to take
hold further accelerating the transformation.

The quality of the data must be viewed through
the lens of ‘fit-for-purpose’ and balanced against
the data reflecting the reality of the situation
being analysed. Hence the data quality must be
appropriate for the topic to be analysed so you
gain the valuable insights. Inconsistencies across
the data silos can hinder efforts to integrate
systems, consolidate data assets, and combine
streaming data with historical data in real time,
reducing the opportunity for actionable insights.
The sheer amount of data – sometimes referred
to as the ‘fog of big data’, can make it difficult to
identify pivotal events and emerging trends.
Fortunately, recent advances in technology and
solutions have delivered effective tools to deal
with these issues while good data analysis
practices ensure alignment between the goals
and assumptions made during the analysis.
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Where is Your Organization
on the Data-Driven Journey?
Most government organisations do not have a fully
formed data-driven strategy. Few have integrated systems
or well-prepared data at the outset but they do have the
desire to leverage the data and drive outcome based
programs. To support organisations from the beginning of
their journeys, a maturity model is a useful tool that
shows how capable an organisation is in achieving
continuous improvement. The maturity model for datadriven government created by the ‘SAP Institute for Digital
Government’ (SIDG) is a good example.
The goal of the model is to enable agencies to self-assess
their preparedness for data-driven transformation and to
provide action-oriented recommendations for progressing
along the path. The model was validated with government
delegates at the International Social Security Association
(ISSA) ICT Conference3 in April 2018, and the European
Social Services Conference (ESSC)4 in May 2018 and
continues to be used across agencies in many
jurisdictions.
The maturity model for data-driven government is
represented as a matrix, defining five stages of maturity
on the horizontal axis, which are assessed in relation to six
business and technical attributes on the vertical axis.
The stages of maturity are:
1. Ad hoc: no strategy, funding or executive sponsor for
data-driven policy and practice.
2. Prepared: one or more projects have been initiated to
source and prepare data.
3. Demonstrated: the potential for data-driven policy and
practice has been explored with a prototype.
4. Proven: data-driven techniques are embedded in
internal business practices.
5. Intelligent: data-driven techniques are embedded in
government policymaking.

3
4

International Social Security Association (https://www.issa.int/web/ict2018).
European Social Network (https://www.essc-eu.org/).
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Maturity is assessed according to:
• Strategy: is there a documented, funded, and
endorsed strategy for data-driven policy and
practice? To what extent is the agency /
government strategy informed by data-driven
insights?
• Data: to what extent is data managed as a
strategic asset? Are data assets being
continually enriched by data-driven processes?
• Technology: to what extent does technology
enable evidence-based decision-making? Is
there an enterprise analytics platform in place
and what are its capabilities?
• Culture: is there executive-level sponsorship
and grass-roots support for data-driven
practices? To what extent does the data-driven
culture extend to government policymakers?
• Influence: are routine business decisions
evidence-based? To what extent is the agency
able to influence legislative change based on
data-driven insights?
• Impact: to what extent do data-driven insights
prompt changes to government policy and
business practices? Is the agency able to
respond dynamically to major events and
emerging trends?
Maturity Model
for Data-driven
Government

In assessing preparedness for data-driven
transformation, an agency might discover that
they are at various stages of maturity in relation
to particular attributes. This assessment is useful
in identifying aspects of the business or project
that require focus and investment to achieve the
desired transformation.
Similarly, as agencies progress from one stage of
maturity to the next, they might use the model to
identify opportunities for additional influence and
impact. For example, having transformed their
service delivery practices based on data-driven
insights (influence = proven), an agency might
next consider leveraging the evidence they’ve
collected to inform legislative change (influence
= intelligent). In this way, the model can provide a
useful roadmap for transformation, enabling the
project to deliver increasing value at each stage.

Ad Hoc

Prepared

Demonstrated

Proven

Intelligent

Strategy

Agency strategy does
not consider datadriven policy and
practice

Strategy for digital
transformation with a
vision for data-driven
policy and practice

Strategy for datadriven policy and
practice documented
and endorsed

Agency strategy is
formulated based on
data-driven insights

Government strategy
is formulated based on
data-driven insights

Data

Data is unavailable or
is unsuited to
supporting data-driven
transformation

Data sources have
been indentified and
data is being prepared

Quality data is
available in some
domains

Data is managed as a
strategic asset across
the enterprise

Data is continually
enriched by datadriven processes

Technology

Siloed systems
impede longitudinal
analysis

Longitudinal analysis
is supported by
traditional analytics

Point solutions
support predictive
analytics in some
domains

Enterprise platform
supports predictive
analytics across
domains

Enterprise platform
includes autonomic
refinement of
predictive models

Culture

Cultural resistance to
change

Executive support for
data-driven policy and
practice

Some teams have
adopted data-driven
practices

Enterprise-wide
adoption of datadriven practices

Data-driven culture
extends to government
policymakers

Influence

Decisions are based
on well-intentioned
gut-instinct

Decisions are based
on unreliable and
incomplete data

Some examples of
evidence-based
decision making

Business practices are
transformed based on
data-driven insights

Government policy is
influenced by datadriven insights

Impact

Government policy
and business practices
are unchanged

Policy and practice
reviews being
prompted by datadriven insights

Some examples of
dynamic responses to
major events and
emerging trends

Dynamic responses
are frequently
informed by datadriven insights

Policy is continuously
reviewed and
improved to optimise
outcomes
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The responses from ISSA and ESN members confirm that
governments around the world have a keen interest in
adopting data-driven policy and practice. Approximately
80% of respondents indicated that they are actively
working towards data-driven transformation and over
60% are experimenting with emerging technologies –
predominantly predictive analytics. But most projects are
in initial stages, with less than 15% of respondents stating
that data-driven techniques have been proven within their
respective agencies.
More than 60% of agencies are undertaking data-driven
transformation to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of their service delivery processes. In these initial stages,
most agencies are focusing their efforts internally, with
only 20% of respondents seeking to support
policymakers with evidence to improve program
outcomes. This is perhaps due to the range of challenges
being faced by early adopters, nearly 60% of whom are
concerned about the quality of their own data, and their
ability to integrate this with data from other agencies.
Based on the experiences of early adopters, there are
certain recommendations for agencies seeking to
transform into data-driven organizations.
For agencies in the ad hoc stage, we recommend first
developing a business case for data-driven
transformation. This should take into account not only the
operational efficiencies and the potential value to
government but also address any potential risk to existing
processes as well as addressing the challenges that need
to be overcome.

LEVERAGING ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES AS PART OF
A DATA-DRIVEN PROGRAM

Identifying fraudulent
and suspicious activity
is especially effective in
ensuring the right services
are delivered to the right
recipients. But could
advanced technology
applied to cross-agency data
sets prove valuable in this
mission? The initial results
delivered an unqualified
yes. Taking advantage of
easily applied machine
learning capabilities, a South
Korean agency accurately
identified suspicious data
that previously would have
gone unnoticed, diverting
much need funds from other
programs. By supporting
front-line staff, these
technologies augment their
daily activities allowing the
staff to focus on high valueadd actions that impact
citizens.
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In preparing a business case, agencies should
consider:
• Financial benefits: data-driven insights can be
used to identify emerging trends and predict
future events, so that preventative action can
be taken to avoid debts, overpayments, and
other scenarios that may result in liabilities
• Efficiency benefits: data-driven techniques
can improve the efficiency of service delivery
processes, by enabling automatic processing
of low-risk / low-complexity cases, and
prioritization of the remaining cases for early
intervention
• Effectiveness benefits: data-driven tools can
improve the effectiveness of service delivery
processes, by providing insights into customer
journeys that build understanding and empathy
• Risk mitigation: real-time computing platforms
enable analytical processes to be applied to
transactional databases without impacting the
performance of operational systems
• Outcome tracking: these same data-driven
techniques and tools can be applied to
measure the impact of data-driven policy and
practice on customer outcomes

• Desirability: will the insights gained have a
meaningful social impact (for example,
reducing the rate of infant mortality)?
• Viability: will the insights gained deliver a
significant economic impact (for example,
preventing default on land tax)?
• Feasibility: Is it possible to overcome the
challenges associated with data access, data
quality, data fog, performance, and cultural
resistance?
In taking those first steps, agencies should not
shy away from ‘wicked’* problems as these are
exactly the types of situations that can benefit
most from big data analytics. Ideal scenarios
include social or cultural problems that are
difficult to solve due to:
• Incomplete or contradictory knowledge
• The number of people and opinions involved
• The large economic burden
• The interconnected nature of these problems
with other problems

At the prepared and demonstrated stage, the
first steps are to prepare the data, systems, and
people, and to demonstrate capability within the
context of a single use case. We recommend
applying the selection criteria defined by the
design thinking method5:

5

SAP (http://design.sap.com/designthinking.html)

* A ‘wicked’ problem is a social or cultural problem that is difficult or impossible to solve due to incomplete or contradictory knowledge; the
number of people and opinions involved; the large economic burden; and the interconnected nature of these problems with other problems.
The terminology was originally proposed by Rittel and Webber in a landmark article, 'Dilemmas in a general theory of planning' (University of
California, Berkeley, 1973), in which the authors observed that there is a whole realm of social problems that cannot be successfully treated
with traditional analytical approaches.
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At the proven and intelligent stages, data-driven insights
are integrated across programs, enabling the agency to
truly understand customer motivations. We recommend
leveraging this customer-centric view as the evidentiary
basis to instigate service delivery transformation and to
influence future policy development.
The ultimate value comes not from solving a single
problem but from establishing a data-driven platform that
can be leveraged to provide actionable insights for any
given problem; the interdependencies between problems;
and even to predict where new problems may arise. By
this stage a data-driven culture is taking hold within the
organization and the focus moves to maintaining a
cadence of demonstrable outcomes to continue the
momentum.

DEEPENING ENGAGEMENT
WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT

A city in the U.S. offers
residents hundreds of unique
services, including parking
and transportation, parks
and recreation, and trash
collection and recycling.
Recently, this city identified
a significant decrease in
customer satisfaction related
to how residents reserve
space in a public park. Using
a data-driven approach
focused on citizen experience,
the city was able to quickly
identify the issue, simplify the
process for reserving space
at public parks, and increase
resident satisfaction by 45
percent.
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Solutions for Data-Driven Government
As governments transform to becoming data driven organizations, they must in parallel consider
many aspects in the design of their processes and business models. The focus should be on solutions
that enable the capabilities required for a data driven organisation while addressing the potential
barriers that may arise.

They must build a robust, scalable foundational
layer that is flexible and accessible. The focus
should be on the data lifecycle with transparency
and exposure for all stakeholders to be able to
utilise the data. This requires data standards to
facilitate the data quality across master and
transactional data. The analytical solutions set
has expanded greatly: in-memory, artificial
intelligence, predictive capabilities, real-time
computing have all contributed to shift data
analysis from a specialised activity to embedding
the capability into every employee’s daily routine.
We have moved beyond reporting to facilitation
and empowerment, supporting the decisionmaking process with deep insights.
Analytics solution should cover business
intelligence and collaborative enterprise
planning, accessing structured, and unstructured
data, augmented with the power of predictive
analytics and machine learning (ML) technology
to help everyone in your organisation make

intelligent decisions for better business
outcomes.
In assessing solution capability, certain
aspects should be front of mind:
• Personalization: data can be used to deliver a
personalized experience but also to gain and
hold citizen trust. When someone shares their
data and trusts us, we must deliver value in
return. Context-driven services take care of
this, delivering insights through the capture
and analysis of data
• Automation: Gartner notes that “Business’
demand for automation and rapid decisionmaking support will require modernization of
analytics and BI strategies to include a
spectrum of diverse analytics, from the edge to
the enterprise.” The rise of automation or
augmentation was key to this as these
technological advances enabled organizations
to automate some of the tasks for which skills
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were lacking. This convergence is ongoing and is driven
by the addition to analytics and business intelligence
(BI) platforms of data science and ML capabilities that
automate key aspects of the ML model creation
process, both easing and accelerating the use of what
were considered niche solutions
• Visualization: data visualization and analytics
applications that essentially allow you to visualize your
decisions. Creating dynamic, responsive visual stories
that enable you to drill down for detailed information
and answer business questions on the fly, greatly
enhances the ability to communicate the outcome for
stakeholders
• Experience data: to better understand why outcomes
and events happen and the thoughts and emotions of
the people involved, you need to collect experience
data. A key goal of collecting employee and citizen
feedback is to empower frontline and management
teams to improve performance and decision making.
Combining insights from experience data with
operational data helps ensure that government
employees can spend more time doing what they do
best – serving the public. Delivering more effective
services to citizens by adopting a data-driven strategy
that enables real-time insight and analytics will drive
greater public trust and engagement
Finally, cloud-based solutions offer flexibility and speed
and deliver the information to easily consumed
mechanisms such as mobile devices and ‘digital
boardroom’ environments.
In terms of data sharing and privacy management,
solutions are available to support these considerations:
security protocols, data anonymization technology that
safeguards personally identifiable information while
drawing optimal value from your data; data custodian
solution designed to give public cloud users the
transparency and control over their public cloud resources
and applications; single identity controls across multiple
systems - the ability to undertake a ‘tell us once’ model.

DRIVING INSIGHTS TO
OUTCOMES – REDUCING
PRISON RECIDIVISM

A data-driven approach to
reducing recidivism was a US
state’s approach as its prison
population grew at the fastest
rate compared to other states
in the country. With more than
50% of individuals returning
to prison within three years
of release, the cross-agency
program mined its data
and applied algorithms to
identify the key drivers behind
recidivism. As drug offenders
constitute the largest portion
of offenders who re-offend,
the program focused on the
completion of substance
abuse treatment or education
programs. The result:
programmatic interventions
at the individual offender
level with recommendations
and insights into the factors
enabled by real-time, decision
support, and dynamic risk
assessments on oﬀenders,
parolees, and individuals on
probation.

Rely on data-driven
insights to design more
effective programs,
ease the burden of
paying taxes, reduce
improper payments,
and optimize processes.
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Conclusion
No matter what kind of technology you have deployed, you can take a step toward data-driven
government now. The starting point for different organizations may vary:
• A core system implementation integrating all critical government processes: this enables data
quality and consistency that needs to be augmented with intelligence and insight – implementing
some of the strategic capabilities may be ideal
• A best-of-breed architecture, with some legacy core process components and new cloud
capabilities: gathering and ensuring data quality and data sharing may be the best first steps
towards the ability to obtain one version of the truth
• Multiple connected devices: policy design capabilities might make sense to take advantage of the
insights that may be gained by the data from the connected devices
• Transformation program: this approach focusses on driving a series of demonstrable high-impact
outcomes and in so doing creates a data-driven culture
FIND OUT MORE
SAP has the experience and the solutions to help government become data-driven. Whether your
government organization needs to put a platform in place that will support a single version of the
truth, optimize existing processes through real-time analytics and insight, create new business
models by harnessing the power of data, or support 360-degree insight into government strategy
and policy, we can help.
To learn more about SAP’s work on data-driven government, please visit www.sap.com/industries/
public-sector-government.html.
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About The SAP Institute For Digital Government
We live in an increasingly disrupted world and are witnessing an unprecedented transformation of
how governments, businesses, and citizens operate and interact.
This is readily evident in the changing role of government as it addresses this disruption: increasing
expectations of citizens in how they engage with government services; the ability of government
operations to effectively and safely utilise the valuable data within and across the ministries; creating
secure and economically sustainable environments and delivering the mission of government in
helping drive nation-building.
SAP has been a key enabler of government services and processes for over 30 years. As a global
company, we have first-hand experience partnering with leading governments. In 2014, along with
several academic and government institutions, SAP created the SAP Institute for Digital Government
(SIDG) to support governments in responding to these challenges. The SIDG facilitates a forum for
exchange of ideas and thought-leadership demonstrating the public value of digital government to
tackle real-world, complex issues.
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He can be reached at chris.atkins@sap.com
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To learn more about the SAP Institute For Digital Government, please visit https://discover.sap.com/
sap-institute-digital-gov/en-us/index.html
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